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In 1974, M. J. Wright decided to start his own business, when an

opportunity arose to work on the restoration of the medieval Chipping

Campden Church.

Today Wrights of Campden is run by his son, Brian, supported by his

two brothers, Leslie and Alan, along with other loyal employees, with

M. J. keeping a watchful eye on the whole process.

The variety of products available and the range of commissions

undertaken is enormous and the tradition of creating something to be

cherished and admired by future generations continues...



The Laverton

Wrights of Campden continue the wonderful
tradition of creating and supplying limestone
products for buildings and gardens, for
restoration and new-build projects, not only 
in Cotswold limestone but also Ancaster, Bath,
Hornton, Portland and many more.

Stone for each project is individually sourced,
chosen and tested for flaws, then dressed and
sized with fine precision, ready for carving. 
Full-size zinc templates are produced, from
which the masons carve each component. 
And, finally, everything is assembled to ensure
the perfect fit prior to despatch.

Work can be produced based on photos or
architect's drawings, or new individual designs
can be created. Items can be purchased from
the extensive range of stock. The utmost care 
is taken at all stages of production to ensure 
the finest quality finished product.  

The skill of the craftsman



The process of creating fine stonework has 
been handed down over countless generations.
The quality of this traditional craft can be
seen in the work of Wrights of Campden, from
windows to porticos, fireplaces to flooring 
and birdbaths to sculptures.

Fireplaces

Limestone fireplaces from Wrights of Campden are very

special. All hand-finished, they can be made to any size you

wish and in a choice of fine, natural English limestones

including Ancaster, Bath, Cotswold, Hornton and Portland.

And each fireplace is unique because every piece of stone

has its own individual characteristics. We can supply 

a fireplace from our own range or we can work to your 

own design or even a photo.

Interior

Stone can be used to create a simple yet stunning effect. 

We offer a high quality finish, which enables us to develop

innovative and inspired masonry solutions for a broad

spectrum of projects: from kitchens to bathrooms; flooring 

to staircases. We enjoy blending modern design with

traditional craftsmanship to dress any space and add

elegance as well as durability.

Exterior

There are many aspects to consider when selecting natural

stone for exterior use. The first step to creating a beautiful

garden is selecting a product with a high-quality finish. 

Our exterior range is extensive; we supply off-the-shelf 

as well as bespoke fountains, ornaments, statues and more.

With many years of experience, we are continually

developing our range to provide quality products for all

restoration, landscaping and garden projects.

Architecture

Wrights of Campden use traditional skills and years of

knowledge to ensure that clients' homes have beautiful and

long lasting stonework. From restoring weathered or

damaged stone on an existing building or carving completely

new items, we supply window and door surrounds, porticos,

reliefs, capping, columns, chimneys, balustrades and more...

We can advise on restoration and reconstruction to create

something cherished and admired by future generations.

Designs to be cherished and admired by future generations



www.

.com

In more recent years, Wrights of Campden have
invested in an extraordinary robotic system, 
the Robostone. It is one of the first of its kind in
the country, with the capability of handling all
aspects of the stone masonry production. 

Investing in the future

The articulated arm of this robot enables it to move just

about anywhere through three-dimensional space. But it

does not fully replicate the human touch. It saves time

because it roughs out the shape and a lot of the profile, but

the fine detail and finishing is done by our stone masons.

Our Contourbreton CNC machine is specifically engineered

to work stone. It can meet a diverse set of requirements, whilst

always guaranteeing the maximum processing precision.

Every stage of the fabrication process is rigorously checked

by our specialist banker masons to ensure unparalleled

quality and finish prior to supply and installation. Our

sawing and profiling machinery enables our highly skilled

team to generate a limitless spectrum of intricate and

detailed products.

Finding out more

Please contact us to discuss your requirements or to book 

an appointment for a consultation. Visitors to our workshop

and showroom are always welcome. Alternatively you may

send documents by email or post and we will provide you

with an estimate. Whatever your needs, Wrights of

Campden provide traditional world-class craftsmanship 

and service, second to none.
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